
Minutes of the Board meeting of Westray Development Trust (WDT) held 2nd September 2014 at 7pm in the 
community classroom 

 
Present: Danny Harcus (DH) Chair, David Seatter (DS), Douglas Leslie (DL), George Costie (GC), Philip Bews (PB), Peter 
Needham (PN), George Drever (GD) 
 
Attending: Janice Rendall (JR) minutes, Andy Makin (AM) operations manager 
 
1 Welcome and apologies: DH welcomed everyone to the meeting. Apologies had been received from June Harcus 
(JH). The meeting was also informed that Margaret Hutchison had resigned as a Director as of 1st September. 
DH then went on to speak about procedure at meetings. It was suggested that if someone wishes to speak they 
should direct it to the chair of the meeting. This will allow for clarity around decisions and discussions. The Board 
agreed with this procedure.  
DH also raised the proposal to add ‘matters arising’ from previous minutes as an agenda item. This was agreed and 
would be on the agenda for the next meeting. This would make it easier for the public to follow progress on items of 
interest. 
 
2 Minutes of Board meeting 22nd July 2014:  
Item 3 SP01/2014: signed grant acceptance has not been received but an invoice has been received from Clark 
Associates. 
Item 3 STG01/2014 to STG05/2014: an amendment to the minute was requested: 
WDT fund 50% of the course fees and testing fees after ILA has been deducted (up to a maximum of £307 per 
person). The Board agreed to this amendment. 
Proposed PB and seconded GD. The minute was then accepted.  
 
3 PEG report: 
LP01/2014 Tourism Development Officer:  
This application had come from Andy Makin as Operations Manager after discussions with the Westray & Papa 
Westray Tourism Association and HIE. This post would run for two years but with the option of ceasing the post at 
the end of year 1 should it prove to not be meeting the expected aims. If it successful, the post would be extended 
further (past the end of year 2) and at this stage, there would be a commitment from WPWTA to repay 10% of the 
costs, £3515. There would be a requirement of the post to bring in funding to cover this sum from the WPWTA 
members. 
Total cost of the project for two years is £35150 with 40% being obtained from HIE leaving a balance of £17575 
payable by WDT. 
Recommendation: Approve funding of the TDO post for the initial two years at a total cost of £17,575 and 
underwriting the loan element of £3,515 should the post prove to be unsuccessful. It should be made clear that if 
the post is not meeting its objectives at the end of year one, then it would cease at this stage. 

Decision: The Board did not accept the full recommendation from PEG.  
WDT will fund the post for the initial two years at a total cost of £17,575. WPWTA should begin repayment of the 

loan element (£3,515) at the beginning of year two of the post. 
 
SMG01/2014 Youth First Aid course: 
This application came in from Corinne Curtis as Learning centre coordinator. OIC provides this course free to 
youngsters on Mainland Orkney but despite best efforts from Edith Costie, will not commit to providing the same 
training to youngsters on Westray. CCurtis has ensured a reduced rate for this course through the learning centre 
and it will cost £200 for up to 12 folk aged between 14 and 25. CCurtis is applying for the full amount under a youth 
development scheme rather than a training grant which would only provide 50% of the funding. The full amount 
would ensure that Westray youngsters get the same opportunity as Mainland youngsters and won’t have to fund 
any of the course themselves.  
Recommendation: approve funding of £200 for the youth first aid course under a youth development scheme. 
Also, contact Westray Community Council regarding the lack of funding for this activity for isles youngsters 
requesting that they bring it up with OIC. 

Decision: The Board accepted the recommendation from PEG. 
 

STG06/2014 – STG11/2014 Pesticides training, national registration and testing 



STG06 Alistair Harcus, Cubbigeo, STG07 Thomas Bain, Twiness, STG08 Andrew Seatter, Noup, STG09 Richard Jarvis, 
Tifter, STG10 Raymond Rendall, Breckowall, STG11 Elizabeth Drever, Burness 
This training and certification is required to meet regulations to ensure that farm workers are allowed to continue to 
purchase or use any kind of pesticides on farms. Total cost of training is £614.10. 
All applicants fit the training grant criteria. 
Recommendation: Approve funding of the course fees, national registration and testing to each candidate of 50% 
up to a maximum of £307 per person. 

Decision: The Board accepted the recommendation from PEG but require the ILA condition to be added i.e. WDT 
will fund 50% of the balance of course fees after ILA has been deducted. 

 
STG12/2014 and STG13/2014 First Aid at Work 
STG12 Kevin Rendall, STG13 Ann Rendall 
This training is essential to meet HSE regulations for safety in the workplace. 
Both Kevin and Ann fit the training grant criteria. This course will be delivered on Westray at a maximum cost of £90 
per person. 
Recommendation: Approve funding of 50% of the course fees for both candidates up to a maximum of £45 per 
person. 

Decision: The Board accepted the recommendation from PEG. 
 

4 Operations Manager report: 
Marquee: this has been ordered. AM suggested £100 including VAT for a two day hire of the marquee for private 
occasions. The marquee will be free to use for community groups. Charging VAT out on hires would allow VAT to be 
reclaimed on the purchase. The Board decided that it would be better to allow a three day hire (to allow for 
erection, use and dismantling) at £100 including VAT. AM will draw up a booking agreement including insurance etc. 
             Action: AM 
Chapel of Rest facilities: Westray Community Council would consider the use of the Auk Club garage if that is the 
wish of the community. It will be renovated to a suitable standard as required. WCC would apply for a change of use 
and will consult with the community. 
The Board agree in principle to assist with funding the renovations, (already had £6000 set aside for possible 
renovation at the surgery which is not now going ahead). 
 
Housing development: Luke Fraser of OIC is coming to Westray on 2nd October. If it is possible, WDT would like this 
to be an evening meeting to allow Directors to attend. AM will contact LF to arrange. 
             Action: AM 
Energy cost reduction: investigations into a bulk buying scheme are ongoing.  
 
The proposition from Windflow UK to look at means to use the surplus electricity which can be generated requires 
further development and a firmer proposal taken to the Board. In terms of investing in Windflow UK, the Board ask 
that it be provided with figures on returns expected etc.       Action: AM 
 
Activities co-ordinator: WDT Board do not see a requirement for this at present because of the volunteer effort 
being shown but if any of the clubs have specific needs, they are encouraged to come to the trust for support. 
 
Investments: at the last Board meeting, the Board agreed to transfer £700,000 into a 95 day access account with RBS 
to get a return on surplus funds until such time as a more definite plan can be made. Adam & CO, which is a 
subsidiary of RBS, were offering twice the return on the same investment. This is now in process and expected to be 
complete by the next board meeting. 
 
5 Tender for access track to turbine: 
No tenders have been received. AS WRE have had experience in maintaining the track in the past, the WDT Board 
felt that, if WRE were willing, they should continue to be responsible for the maintenance of the track. 
 
6 Shops: This was on the agenda to clarify the situation at present. One shop has intimated they will likely close in 
the very near future (WDT has been approached to see if it would be willing to get involved in some way), the 
situation with the two other shops is unknown at present as there is potentially some private interest.  
 
 



7 WDT/WRE service provision contract: 
DH sought some clarity on the situation within WRE at present as David Stephenson has informed him that he has 
resigned as Chairperson. PB notified the Board that David and Alasdair McVicar are intending to resign from the 
Board of WRE at their next meeting. WDT will get feedback from their next meeting. The service provision document 
will also be discussed. 
 
8 Admin & Finance report: 
Request that AM is added as a signatory to the bank account.  Agreed   Action: JR 
Enquire if RBS provide a service where one person can set up online payments and another can go in and authorise 
(similar to the Triodos service for WRE Ltd).    Agreed  Action: JR 
Ask The Long Partnership is they could provide cover for time sensitive transactions in the event of both staff being 
absent.         Agreed  Action: JR 
Authorisation of a stationery order up to a maximum of £300  Approved 
 
9 Correspondence: This was regarding requests from two couples asking if it would be possible for non-residents of 
Westray to become members of the Trust. This would be folk who are not resident on the island the majority of the 
time but that own property on the island and reside here some of the year. The Board decided this wouldn’t be 
applicable now as the new Articles state that members should be ordinarily resident on Westray. 
 
10 AGM: The date of 27th November 2014 was set for the AGM with the venue being the Church of Scotland and the 
time being 7.30pm. 
The Directors to step down this time are DH, PB and one other (this would have been MH). The director to stand 
down will be one of the following GC, GD, DL, DS and JH and will be determined by some random method. The 
directors who are due to step down will be able to stand for re-election. We need to encourage new directors to 
come on board. 
A draft of the annual report should be made available for the next Board meeting. Action: JR/AM 
 
11 AOCB: 
Learning centre report: AM to check with CCurtis the cross-over of coordinator role and her new role.  AM 
 
Westray Heritage trust facilitating: The Board agreed to AM attending a meeting with WHT to complete the 
facilitating session. 
  
Noup Head lighthouse road: This will be discussed with the North Isles partnership. 
 
PB gave an update on the goose cull and that no approach is being made to WDT for funding meantime. 
 
AM has just returned from a DTAS conference and will provide a report for the next meeting. 
 
12 Date of next meeting: Tuesday 7th October 2014, 7pm, community classroom. 
 

AM & JR left the meeting at 9.25pm 
 

13 WDT Board only – review of the meeting: 
There is nothing to report from this item. 
 
The meeting was closed at 9.50pm 
 
 


